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How do snakes catch and eat their food?

All snakes swallow their prey whole. Some, 
including rattlesnakes, use venom to kill their  
prey. Others, such as pythons, squeeze their prey  
to death before swallowing it. A snake’s jawbones  
separate so the snake can open its mouth very wide.  
The anaconda (AN-uh-KON-duh), a large South  
American snake, can swallow a young deer whole!

What role do snakes play in nature?

Snakes are important to the ecosystems in 
which they live. They eat mice, rats, and other 
animals that humans consider pests. Without snakes,  
those animals would multiply beyond balanced levels.  
Snakes help keep nature in balance in another way,  
too. Their predators, which include foxes, raccoons,  
coyotes, and large birds, would have less food to eat  
if snakes disappeared.

How can I stay safe in snake country?

If you’re going to be out in nature, find out if any 
venomous snakes live in the area. Snakes want to avoid  
you as much as you want to avoid them. They want to  
be safe and will strike in self-defense if you get too close.  
Avoid ditches and piles of broken tree branches, where  
snakes are likely to hide. Never reach for or step over an  
object without first making sure no snake is on the other  
side. If you see a snake, leave it alone. Keep your eyes open  
and remember your knowledge of snake habits to stay safe.

Snakes’ jawbones  
are able to separate  
in order to fit rodents  
and other small 
animals.
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What role do snakes play in nature?

Snakes are important to the ecosystems in 
which they live. They eat mice, rats, and other Snakes’ jawbones  

Say the word snake among a group of friends, and you’ll  

    probably see panic on at least a few faces. Learning about 

these legless reptiles can lessen the fear of them. Read about where 

snakes live, how they move and hunt, and their role in nature. 

Finally, learn how to stay safe around snakes.

Where do snakes live?

Snakes live on almost every continent, but mostly in warm 

climates. In places with cold winters, snakes stay underground  

and conserve energy until spring. They move and eat very little 

during cold months. This is because snakes, like other reptiles,  

need sunlight or another heat source to keep their bodies warm.  

Even during warmer months, it is common to find snakes napping 

on rocks in the sun. They may also rest under a warm rock or 

underground where a patch of soil has been warmed by sunlight.

How do snakes move around?

Snakes get around by using the muscles  

and scales of their long, limbless bodies.  

They propel themselves forward or sideways 

using their strong muscles. Their scales help 

them grip surfaces and also protect their  

bodies as they move over rough ground.  

All that motion wears out the scales, though,  

so snakes grow replacement scales. This is  

one reason that snakes shed their skin  

many times during their lives.

   p

Strong muscles and scales help snakes  

move forward and sideways.
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Students will explain how a snake’s body helps it move, eat, and survive.
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Each animal has different structures that serve different functions 
in growth, survival, and reproduction.
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Reproduce and distribute one copy of the 
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pages to each student.
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1 Read Aloud the Article

Read aloud Getting to Know Snakes. Have 
students follow along silently as you read.

2 Introduce the Vocabulary

Content Vocabulary 
Read aloud the Content Vocabulary words  
and definitions. Point out that ecosystems 
contains the prefix eco-, which refers to 
how living things are related to each 
other and their environment. Explain  
that another word with this prefix is  
eco-friendly, which means “not harmful  
to the environment.” Discuss definitions 
and usage as needed. 

Academic Vocabulary 
Next, read aloud the Academic Vocabulary 
words and definitions. Discuss definitions 
and usage as needed. Then read these 
context sentences from the article, 
emphasizing the Academic Vocabulary 
words:

In places with cold winters, snakes stay 
underground and conserve energy until 
spring.

They propel themselves forward or sideways 
using their strong muscles.

They want to be safe and will strike in  
self-defense if you get too close.

3  Students Read the Article

Have students read the article 
independently, with a partner, or  
in small groups. After students read, 
guide a discussion about the article. 
Direct students’ attention to graphic 
elements or visual aids. 

4 Identify Information

Explain that students will locate 
important information in the article. 
After students complete the activity, allow 
time for a question-and-answer session.

5 Answer Questions

Encourage students to use the article to 
answer the questions and/or check their 
answers.

6 Apply Vocabulary

Have students reread the article before 
they complete the vocabulary activity.

7 Examine Text Structure

Read aloud the Question and Answer 
description and Signal Words. Then  
have students read the article again, 
underlining signal words in red. Then 
guide students in completing the activity.

8 Write About It:  
A Snake’s Body Helps It Survive

Have students complete the writing 
activity independently or in small groups.  
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Say the word snake among a group of friends, and you’ll  
    probably see panic on at least a few faces. Learning about 
these legless reptiles can lessen the fear of them. Read about where 
snakes live, how they move and hunt, and their role in nature. 
Finally, learn how to stay safe around snakes.

Where do snakes live?

Snakes live on almost every continent, but mostly in warm 
climates. In places with cold winters, snakes stay underground  
and conserve energy until spring. They move and eat very little 
during cold months. This is because snakes, like other reptiles,  
need sunlight or another heat source to keep their bodies warm.  
Even during warmer months, it is common to find snakes napping 
on rocks in the sun. They may also rest under a warm rock or 
underground where a patch of soil has been warmed by sunlight.

How do snakes move around?

Snakes get around by using the muscles  
and scales of their long, limbless bodies.  
They propel themselves forward or sideways 
using their strong muscles. Their scales help 
them grip surfaces and also protect their  
bodies as they move over rough ground.  
All that motion wears out the scales, though,  
so snakes grow replacement scales. This is  
one reason that snakes shed their skin  
many times during their lives.

   probably see panic on at least a few faces. Learning about 

Strong muscles and scales help snakes  
move forward and sideways.
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How do snakes catch and eat their food?

All snakes swallow their prey whole. Some, 
including rattlesnakes, use venom to kill their  
prey. Others, such as pythons, squeeze their prey  
to death before swallowing it. A snake’s jawbones  
separate so the snake can open its mouth very wide.  
The anaconda (AN-uh-KON-duh), a large South  
American snake, can swallow a young deer whole!

What role do snakes play in nature?

Snakes are important to the ecosystems in 
which they live. They eat mice, rats, and other 
animals that humans consider pests. Without snakes,  
those animals would multiply beyond balanced levels.  
Snakes help keep nature in balance in another way,  
too. Their predators, which include foxes, raccoons,  
coyotes, and large birds, would have less food to eat  
if snakes disappeared.

How can I stay safe in snake country?

If you’re going to be out in nature, find out if any 
venomous snakes live in the area. Snakes want to avoid  
you as much as you want to avoid them. They want to  
be safe and will strike in self-defense if you get too close.  
Avoid ditches and piles of broken tree branches, where  
snakes are likely to hide. Never reach for or step over an  
object without first making sure no snake is on the other  
side. If you see a snake, leave it alone. Keep your eyes open  
and remember your knowledge of snake habits to stay safe.

Snakes’ jawbones  
are able to separate  
in order to fit rodents  
and other small 
animals.
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Dictionary

Content Vocabulary

ecosystems
communities of living things  
and their natural settings

limbless
having no arms, legs, or wings

predators
animals that hunt and eat other 
animals for food

prey
animals that are hunted and eaten 
by other animals for food

venom
a poisonous liquid used by some 
animals to kill prey and protect 
themselves, usually delivered 
through a bite or sting

Academic Vocabulary

conserve
to protect something important  
so it will last longer

propel
to push or cause to move  
in a certain direction

self-defense
the act of fighting in order to 
protect oneself from harm

Write a sentence that includes at least one vocabulary word. 
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Identify Information

Check the box after you complete each task.

Completed

Highlight the sentences that tell how snakes act in places 
with cold winters.

Underline the sentences that explain how scales help 
snakes.

Circle five words that the author uses to describe snakes.

Put a star beside each sentence that names a snake’s body 
part.

Double underline the parts of the article that describe how 
snakes make up for their lack of arms and legs.

✔
Put a check mark next to the sentences with information 
about staying safe in areas with venomous snakes.

[ ] Put brackets around the sentence that best explains why 
snakes don’t chase people.

! Put an exclamation point beside three sentences that you 
think tell the most important things about snakes.

? Put a question mark beside any words or sentences you 
don’t understand.

 Put a happy face beside sentences with information that 
you find surprising or fascinating.
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Answer Questions

Use information from the article to answer each question.

1. Snakes live .

A only in South America
B on almost every continent
C only in jungles
D on every continent

 2. Venomous snakes .

A do not kill prey
B create their own body heat
C include rattlesnakes
D only live in cold climates

 3. According to the article, how do snakes get warm?

 4. How do scales help snakes move?

 5. Explain why snakes shed their skin.

 6. How do snakes kill their prey?
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Apply Vocabulary

Use a word from the word box to complete each sentence.

Word Box

limbless venom propel  predators

self-defense ecosystems prey conserve

 1. Some kinds of snakes use their strong muscles to   
themselves forward, while others use their muscles to move sideways.

 2. Snakes help the balance of nature by keeping their   
from multiplying too much.

 3. When snakes strike, they’re usually acting in .

 4. Rattlesnakes use  to kill the animals they eat.

 5.  of snakes would have trouble finding enough food  
if there were no snakes.

 6. Snakes are important members of their  because  
of what they eat as well as what eats them.

 7. Snakes are  reptiles that inspire fear in many people.

 8. In winter, many kinds of snakes stay underground to  
their energy. 
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Question and Answer

A text that has a question-and-answer structure asks questions and 
provides answers to those questions.

Authors use these signal words to create a question-and-answer structure:

Signal Words

who where why

what when how

 1. What is the second question in bold print in the article?

Write the answer to this question in your own words.

 2. What is the third question in bold print in the article?

  Write the answer to this question in your own words.

 3. Write two different questions from the article that use question-and-answer 
signal words.

a. 

b. 
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Write About It 

Explain how a snake’s body helps it move, eat, and survive. Include facts 
and details from the article in your answer.

A Snake’s Body Helps It Survive
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